Monthly construction update
Domain Precinct
November 2021

At the future Anzac Station, works on the platform, concourse,
and surface level continue.
At platform level, this month will see the first
precast elements of the station platform and
exhaust systems installed.
At concourse level, blockwork walls, doorframes
and stairwells continue to be installed. First
stage painting of some of these elements is also
underway.

When are we working?
Normal construction hours
7am to 6pm, Monday to Friday
7am to 1pm, Saturdays.

At surface level, work in the tram interchange
continues, with early elements of the station
entrance being installed. As well, beneath the
acoustic shed, two of the large access voids in the
roof slab are being closed up marking another step
towards the station box being completed.

Out of hours

Construction snapshot

24 hours

Construction works are continuing within the
Domain precinct during November and will include:

24 hour works are sometimes
required during peak
construction activities.

— Station box construction - platform level
— Station box construction - concourse level
— Station build and fitout
— D-wall demolition
— Anzac Station entrance - tram interchange
— Service proving
— Cross passage construction
— Track foundation works
— Edmund Herring Oval site establishment
— Groundwater well decommissioning
Further information on these works can be
found overleaf or at metrotunnel.vic.gov.au

Construction partner:

Design &
Construction

Some works are required to
take place out of normal
construction hours.

Works in your area

— Installation of stairs and landings within the core
walls will commence this month

Station box construction
– platform level

— Some steelfixing may be required overnight, but
is contained within the acoustic shed and unlikely
to generate noise

Southern and northern station box site
Ongoing
— In the southern end of the station box, works
to construct the base slab for the train
platforms continue
— The large crane on the surface may be required
until 10pm on some nights to feed steel down to
the teams working on the base slab
— Steelfixing work will be required during
November and may continue on night shifts.
These works are expected to generate low to
medium levels of noise underneath the roof
slab. Large concrete pours will be required to
construct these last three sections of base slab
— In addition to the base slab pours, fire protection
walls and columns will continue to be
constructed at platform level this month
— Column and wall pours take a longer time to
complete, as the concrete must be poured
slowly for vertical structures. To ensure
structural integrity, these concrete pours must
be continuous and may at times run outside
of normal working hours
— At the northern end of the station box, headwall
construction continues. These headwalls will
connect the citybound tunnels to the permanent
station structure
— Precast sections of over track exhaust ductwork
will begin to be installed from mid-November at
platform level
— Precast sections of the platform will begin to be
delivered and installed
— Precast elements for platform and exhaust
ductwork will be delivered during normal
construction hours, but work to install will
continue on night shifts.

Station box construction
– concourse level
Southern and northern station box site
Ongoing
— On the concourse level of the south box, vertical
walls of the permanent station structure continue
to be built. These walls require falsework,
steelfixing and concrete pours to complete
— To ensure structural integrity, concrete pours
must be continuous and therefore may need to
continue outside of normal construction hours
— With the concourse slab completed, works will
continue on columns and core walls at both the
train platform and concourse levels
— This will require installing falsework, steelfixing
and large concrete pours

— The falsework deck that was installed to support
the concourse level pours will slowly be removed.

Station build and fitout
South box concourse level
Ongoing
— During November blockwork will continue to be
installed to create internal walls for back-of-house
rooms and corridors
— As part of blockwork installation, concrete
pours to infill the blocks will occur intermittently
throughout November
— First stage painting continues at concourse level
— There will be an increase in deliveries of
materials to site for the fitout works during
normal work hours, with the activity occurring
beneath the roof slab
— In addition to this work in the southern box,
mechanical, electrical and plumbing works
continue in the northern end of the station box
and Shrine entrance, with cast-in
works beginning.

D-wall demolition
Wall separating the tram interchange and
the Shrine entrance from the northern box
Ongoing until late 2021
— Demolition of the concourse level of the
diaphragm walls (D-walls) between the station
box and the station entrances continues
in November
— Pocket D-wall demolition is complete, with larger
sections of D-walls demolished this month
— As sections of the D-wall are removed, support
columns are constructed to act as structural
support. This work will be ongoing in the tram
interchange station entrance and the Shrine of
Remembrance station entrance
— D-wall demolition involves saw cutting and
excavators with hammers
— The D-wall demolition works will generate
periods of high-level noise during daytime
work hours
— As the D-wall is broken out, excavated material
will be loaded into bins at the base of the tram
interchange and then transferred via crane into
trucks. The loading of concrete into trucks will
generate high levels of noise during the day
— The D-wall demolition will be ongoing
intermittently until late 2021.
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Anzac Station entrance – tram interchange
North west of construction site
Ongoing
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Shrine entrance construction
Tram interchange construction
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y St
Acoustic shed
D-wall demolition
Pedestrian access
Cyclist access
Traffic access
Truck entry route (primary)
Truck egress route (primary)

— In mid-November, backfill will commence in the
tram interchange area
— Once the area is backfilled and compacted, it will
be asphalted to seal the area

— In November, some of the first above ground
structural elements for the oculus canopy
will continue

— This asphalted area of site will be used as
laydown and storage.

— Concrete footings and beams will be constructed
with falsework, steel formwork and concrete pours

Service proving

— Concrete pours will generally be completed
during normal work hours. However, as pours
must be continuous to ensure structural integrity,
they may sometimes run out of hours
— Precast oculus walls will continue to be installed
at surface level, with small concrete pours
required to set them into place
— Waterproofing the completed roof slab will
continue in early November

St Kilda Road
November until late December
— From mid-November, work to conduct service
proving around the Anzac Station site
will commence
— Service proving will occur along St Kilda Road
between Dorcas Street and Kings Way
— An NDD truck will be used for this work, with
sawcutting required at some locations

— While most of these works will be conducted
during normal work hours, some works overnight
will be required at specific locations along
St Kilda Road
— Some lane closures and traffic diversions will be
required during this work.

Cross passage construction
Within the completed tunnels
and station box
Ongoing

— Track foundation works will continue 24/7,
with concrete deliveries to site regularly during
construction
— While there will be an increase in trucks
accessing site out of hours, works on the tunnel
invert will be contained within the acoustic shed
and tunnels.

Edmund Herring Oval site
establishment
November - January

— Construction is ongoing at all six cross passages
in the tunnels between Anzac Station and Town
Hall Station

— In November, the delivery and installation of
new site sheds will commence at Edmund
Herring Oval

— A cross passage is a short tunnel that connects
the two parallel tunnels. These passages are
an important safety feature that allow people,
including emergency services, to move from one
tunnel to the other

— Approximately 20 shed units will be delivered to
site during normal construction hours

— To construct a cross passage, temporary work
platforms are installed in the tunnels along with
support bracing. Then the tunnel ring is sawcut
and broken out before a small excavator digs the
cross passage between the two tunnels
— As excavation progresses, shotcrete is sprayed
on the excavated area for support

— These units will be delivered on a semi-trailer
and lifted with a mobile crane into final position
— In addition to the new shed facilities, new
undercover timber walkways will be constructed
to connect with existing site facilities.

Groundwater well decommissioning
Along eastbound tunnel alignment
November - January

— Once the cross passage is fully excavated,
waterproofing and permanent concrete lining is
installed to finish the connection

— Groundwater wells around the Domain site
and along the Eastern tunnel alignment will be
decommissioned in November

— Excavated material will be driven from cross
passage sites through the tunnels and removed
from the Anzac Station site by trucks

— Hand tools and a pump will be used to fill the
boreholes with grout

— Cross passage construction will not generate any
noise or vibration impacts for residents in the
Domain precinct.

Track foundation works

— Traffic and pedestrian access is not expected to
be impacted by these works, with some minor
diversions in place
— Decommissioning works will be conducted
during normal working hours and is expected to
generate low to medium levels of noise.

Within the acoustic shed and
completed tunnels
Ongoing
— In November, work will commence to begin
pouring the concrete invert in the tunnels
between Anzac Station and Town Hall Station,
which will form the foundation for the future tracks
— The track foundations will be completed in
sections, as the crews progress further down
the tunnels
— Concrete trucks will deliver concrete to the
Anzac Station site via the acoustic shed, to be
fed to crews working in the tunnels below

Traffic and transport impacts
— As part of track foundation works,
concrete trucks will be attending site
24/7 to allow for works to continue in
the tunnels. Trucks will enter site via the
acoustic shed at regular intervals until the
track foundation work is complete.

Look ahead for 2021 - 2022
November

December

January

Station box
Concourse level construction
Station box base slab construction
- southern end
Station box - platform construction
Station build and fitout
D-wall demolition
Tram interchange construction
Tram interchange roof backfill
Cross passage construction
Track foundation
Acoustic shed disassembly

Health and safety

Business support

Works safely resumed from 5 October on the
Metro Tunnel with COVID-Safe Plans in place
to help protect workers and the community.

While the new Anzac Station will be a
significant boost for the local area, construction
activities can impact local businesses. In
response to this, our Business Support Team
assists businesses through the disruption
and any permanent changes that will
take place.

Strict processes are in place to check and
record the vaccination status of workers
entering construction sites.
For more information about coronavirus
COVID-19, please visit
http://coronavirus.vic.gov.au.

Please see the offer in this notification from
Nar Bangkok located at Shop 2/391 St Kilda
Road, Melbourne. We look forward to
promoting more local businesses as the
project progresses.

More information

To find out more about the Metro Tunnel Project:
1800 105 105 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
Rail Projects Victoria
PO Box 4509, Melbourne, VIC 3001

It should be noted that this information is current at the time of
printing, however due to unforeseen circumstances, changes
may occur. Please visit railprojects.vic.gov.au for
the latest updates.
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Welcome to Nar Bangkok, an oasis of authentic Thai cuisine
located on the busy thoroughfare of St Kilda Road in Melbourne.
Sandwiched between the beautiful
Royal Botanical Gardens and Albert Park Lake on
the edge of South Yarra, we offer a casual
dining experience full of colour and bold flavours.
You can now easily place a takeaway order or reserve a
table with us by searching Nar Bangkok on Google .

Receive a 10% discount on total bill
when you bring in this offer.
Happy hour: 5pm – 7pm Monday – Friday
All beers $5 / bottle
Svelte Sauvignon Blanc (South East, AUS) $5.50/glass
Svelte Cabernet Merlot (South East, AUS) $5.50/glass

narbangkok.com.au

Shop 2/ 391 St Kilda Road, Melbourne Vic 3004
Phone: (03) 8596 3684 | 0420 787 659
@Nar_bangkok | @Narbangkok

(Please note the menu presented on the website is for dinner only, at lunch time we have a slightly different menu, please head to the shop for more info).
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Monday - Friday 11:00 am - 9:00 pm
Saturday : 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

